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●
Willie Cole: solo exHiBition
To celebrate the new Art & IMM Building at TCNJ and Pixels, the public artwork
commissioned for its exterior, TCNJ Art Gallery is thrilled to present a solo exhibition
of artist Willie Cole's work spanning the last twenty years. Working with the artist
and his gallery, Alexander and Bonin, I aimed to assemble an exhibition that puts
Pixels into context and allows a deeper understanding of this important American
artist's body of work.
The two earliest pieces in this exhibition, Untitled (You iron with that professional
touch!) and Untitled (You steam out wrinkles as you iron!), are from the beginning of
Cole's extensive artistic investigation into the iron as both conceptual motif and mark
maker. These shadow box assemblages pairing actual irons with photocopies of a
woman ironing are poignantly awkward. In each, the disproportionate mask like iron is
precariously perched on the woman's grainy neck and painted to exaggerate its human
attributes. The image (used in both pieces) appears to be a stock advertising photo of
a housewife with a shiny new iron. Pasted at the bottom of each is the titular wry slogan
proclaiming the woman's skill as a laundress. In this work, Cole underscores the iron
as the embodiment of domestic work while exploring its anthropomorphic form.
Wind Mask is an early example of Cole's technique of combining vast numbers of the
same massed produced, now discarded object to create new sculptural forms. Patterson
Sims describes Cole's self-termed practice of “exponentialism” as “the capacity to take
singular objects…, and, by multiplying their number, turn them into more universal,
transcendent statements.” In the case of Wind Mask, hairdryers are fused together to
create a mask strongly referencing African art while also illustrating the excess of
American consumerism through repetition.
1

Cole's Double-Headed Gas Snake, made of salved gas hoses, is perhaps more purely a
readymade, insofar as the sculpture is a hose and only a hose. However, Cole is not a
purist. By internally supporting and positioning the hoses, choosing an object with
embedded meaning, and naming the piece, he creates a pointed critique depicting the
oil industry as a venomous serpent poised to strike. While created in 1997, this
undeniably political piece remains relevant today in the aftermath of the BP oil spill
and the ongoing wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.
An acrostic poem of sorts, How Do You Spell America? #6 is a biting analysis of American
society. A-M-E-R-I-C-A is written across the top of a schoolroom chalkboard, below, a
loose grid of words starting with each letter fill the board. Read vertically or horizontally,
disjointed sentences like, “American Malaise Eases Right Into Chronic Apathy,” tell a
grim story. The use of the familiar tools of education is an effective method with which
to critique the idea of “America” and the ways that idea is taught and perpetuated. Cole
continues his use of acronyms and grids in a later series that includes America Papers III.
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Sims, Patterson, Deep Impressions: Willie Cole Works on Paper, exh. cat. New York, NY: The James
Gallery, The Graduate Center, The City University of New York, 2010

Cole's frequent use of scale to exaggerate and demand reconsideration is powerfully
manifested in Iron Board I and Iron Board II. As large as the viewer, these plywood panels
cut in the shape of an iron's face are striking in their size and simplicity. Cole regularly
highlights rather than conceals the unique physical attributes of his materials. In this case,
the wood grain patterns are an integral component of the design, texture and surface of
the work. The rawness is intensified by wax filled holes paralleling an iron's steam vents.
Comprised of 138 bowling balls resurfaced with glittering patterns of national flags, the
installation, International Balls 2000, suggests that global politics is a massive game
of chance and skill. Whether set up to reference marbles or pool, the sheer magnitude
of the piece inevitably involves the viewer as would-be player as she moves throughout
the space. Cole uses play to reveal the capricious nature of international deal making.
In many works Cole uses a hot iron to scorch paper, wood or cloth. The burns themselves
invoke the branding of slaves, while the artist uses the single image of the iron to
represent a wide array of ideas including a slave ship, warrior's shield or mask, or
sometimes in repetition to create larger, more complex images. Unlike the artist's more
orderly scorch patterns, the random scattered marks crowding the four wooden panels
of Infestation, and the artist's choice of title, suggest a swarm of unwelcome insects.
The title of Kitchen tji wara refers to the antelope headdresses worn by the Bambara in
northwest Africa on which the piece is modeled. A kitchen table and chairs reconstructed
into a fantastic chrome and Formica creature, the sculpture makes the foreign domestic,
and the domestic foreign. By bringing African tribal culture into the quintessential
American kitchen of the 1950s, Cole seems to long as much for his African roots as
the fantasy of apple pie America.
In Pixels, Cole explores scale and tangibility with wit and immediacy. Comprised of four
large sparkling spheres representing digital pixels, Cole effectively uses the building blocks
of the digital realm and merges them into the many media that are taught and learned in
TCNJ's new Art & IMM Building. By enlarging the pixels and making them solid in the literal
sense, Cole demands that the viewer reevaluate the very essence of how things in general,
and art in particular, are made.
In considering Cole's practice over the last twenty years it becomes clear that he not only
recycles found objects, but also his own ideas, repeatedly returning to motifs (iron, mask,
glittering balls) and techniques. Not at all rote repetition, each reinvestigation deepens his,
and our, understanding. Cole's ongoing use of humor, naming, and exaggerated scale are
also evident in the works exhibited here at TCNJ. Also noteworthy is the artist's ability to
fuse the multiple influences of Minimalism, Pop Art and African art into a cohesive body
of work that is uniquely his own.
saraH CunninGHam

Director, TCNJ Art Gallery
October 2010
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